Introduction
Iris recognition is one of the most accurate and high confidence for authentication methods that used today. The features inside the iris are unique from person to person, unchanged and cannot be manipulated with years therefore it was more accepted in our world for distinguished between users than an others biometric system. Recent years researchers were tried to develop a new algorithm for making the iris recognition system works in the real time applications. However making iris recognition in real time is quite a challenge especially iris recognition needs huge image processing and resources. Therefore, the researchers have tried to create iris recognition system with low-cost and works in real time applications. This was impossible to achieve in the past years with the sequential processor, but this become possible with advancement parallel processor like Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology. The goal of this research is to use high-performance FPGA technology to implement iris recognition in the parallel structure to get powerful and efficient for the iris recognition system.
Iris recognition system
Iris recognition system consist of five main stages: image captured, segmentation, normalization, features extraction, and matching. The first step of the iris recognition is acquisition image of eye with higher quality and clarity to avoid the process of removing noise from the captured image. This needs simple camera and stationary image of the users. Once the image acquisition various preprocessing steps will be performed on it. The prepressing includes segmentation (extracting the iris from the captured image), normalization (polar to rectangular conversion) and then template and mask generation by applying the RED [1] algorithm to the rectangular template. Then the template is matched with the database using hamming distance equation and the match identification is displayed. The flow of process is shown Figure 1 . The CASIA V1 is used to capture the image.
The Iris area
The numbers of pixels in the iris area are (90*480=43200) pixels. All researchers were applied their different methods for iris recognition on that iris area. Some researchers, used only the lower half part of the iris area in order to reduce the noise which comes from the eye lashes and eye brows, and to reduce the working time, since in this case half of the iris area will be taken [2] (90*240=21600). Other researchers used a small ring from the iris area (30*480=14400) pixels for iris recognition and a more reduction in the processing time they got [3] .In previous paper we used only the half part of the ring from the iris area with size of (45*240=10800) pixels [4] . In this paper, all the hardware will be implemented only to the lower circular part of the iris area which is shown in fig.2 . 
Implementation of FPGA
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are inherently parallel structures, have large number of registers and embedded memory blocks, and high-speed memory and storage interfaces have provided a suitable solution to facilitate a complete system-on-chip design. FPGA are reconfigurable after programmed with a specific design. FPGA allows the designer to create a design with parallel function and model, simulate and editing that design without costly of going to manufactured and adding a new circuit to the design every time change something in the design. VHDL (Very high Hardware Description Language) which is a common language that used to programmed FPGA. VHDL statements are essentially parallel, not sequential. VHDL permit to the programmer facilities to dictate the type of hardware that is integrated on an FPGA.
Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of extraction iris from the captured image. The segmentation process consist of two main tasks which they are edges detector to detect the iris and pupil boundary and Circle Hough Transformer (CHT) to find iris and pupil parameter that will mark their locations in the captured image [5] . The first stage of the segmentation is detection of edges of pupil and iris. Many algorithms have been used to detect edges. In this paper the canny edge algorithm was chosen over various edge algorithms to detect the iris and pupil edges. The canny edge algorithm was chosen over various edges algorithm to detect the iris and pupil boundary. The canny edge detection consist of five main process, Gaussian smoothing process, Sobel gradient calculation process, non-maximum suppression process, double threshold process and hysteresis process, as shown in figure 3 . [6] Gaussian smoothing process is filtering the captured image by mask to create an image with low noise. 5*5 Gaussian filters mask was chosen in our designed that will implemented in FPGA. Therefore, Gaussian filters needs 25 pixels involved from the captured image to calculate the value of single pixel in the captured image. Therefore, to calculate the value of one-pixel in captured image by applying Gaussian filter requires going 25 times to memory to load 25 data value that involved in finding the value of that pixel. Since it loads 25 data from the memory, so it's requires 25 clock cycles in sequential process only to find value of single pixel. This is huge time consumed if we have image with size 320*280 so it will required 2240000 clocks to perform the 25 Gaussian smoothing filter process on the captured image in sequential process. To parallel Gaussian-smoothing process in FPGA, this will done by design the memory in parallel structure that can load the entire involved pixel from the captured image only in single cycle. Therefore this designed faster the operation of performing Gaussian smoothing process 25 times than the sequential process. The next step in the design of canny edge is Sobel gradient calculation process. Sobel gradient calculation process is the operation of detection the direction and strength of possible edge pixel. Sobel gradient consist of two filter one estimate the gradient in x-axis and the other estimate the gradient in y-axis. Sobel gradient requires 9 pixel to involve to find possible edge pixel In each direction. This mean it is requires 18 pixel to involve to find possible edge pixel in each direction (x-axis and y-axis). Also same parallel memory structure designed and implemented in FPGA to detection the gradient direction only in single clocks. Both gradient (x-axis and y-axis) are calculated in parallel structure as well. The parallel memory in Sobel gradient, loads 9 data in single clock. The direction of the gradient is determined by using the fixed point arithmetic unit and by designed multiplication with shifts and addition/subtraction to increase speed. Then results are stored in a memory to be used as an input for the next stage. The third process of the canny edge is non-maximum suppression. Nonmaximum suppression process is used to minimize the edge thickness to improve localization. The NonMaximum Suppression also needs an 8-pixel to be involved to determine each pixel's value. Therefore, 16-pixel are determined simultaneously by using special design in FPGA. The four process in the canny edge is Double threshold process. This process is required only comparator non memory required. The process is executed by multiplies comparator. The data that result from the process consist of 2 bits for single pixel to represent three different values in the memory. The last process is hysteresis. Hysteresis process is comparing the pixels that results from Double threshold process based on two threshold T high and T low .
The next stage in the iris segmentation is parallelized circle search, the CHT is the method used to detect uncompleted circles. CHT is used to find circle parameter that defines the location of the iris and pupil in the image captured. CHT is then applied to select the best-fit circle to mark iris boundary location. CHT consist of two stages, the first stage is used to generate circle point, Bresenham Circle Algorithm (BCA) is used for that purpose and second stage is to find the best-fit circle that describes the iris and pupil boundaries via value of maximum accumulator [7] .
BCA is used generate address of the circle point in the canny edge's image. For each edge pixel in the edge image, a circle is generated with a predetermined centered and radius at that edge pixel. Bresenham algorithm are generated the coordinates label (x p ,y p ) of the circle points. BCA consist of five variable, x, y, r, z and iz. Depending on these variable (x p ,y p ) of the next point will be determined. The q , z and iz are condition that controls the movement of x and y. depending on these conditions the x or y will be move one step in x-axis or in y-axis or in both axis's. 8 circle point will generate every time BCA generate single (x p ,y p ) point, due to the fact of circle's symmetry, the (x p ,y p ) of the other point will simple computed by simple process unit. Calculate one (x p ,y p ) coordinate, the other 7 coordinate will generate by relocating the x and y point and negative their values. After generating the address of 8 coordinate points, these points will be the input value to the parallel accumulator. The accumulator will parallel summation eight value of address that feed form BCA with the variable that contains the value of the previously summation (variable will initially zero every time new circle generating). Once the BCA generate all the address point of the circle, the accumulator will summation all value in that circle and store the results in the register to be compared with accumulator of the next circle. The next circle point will generated by changing the value of either the x or y or both or changing the radii. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of the BCA & CHT.
Normalization
The normalization process is a way to converting segmented iris from its polar coordinate form to rectangle coordinate form. This section will focus on designed and implemented polar to rectangle converting in FPGA. BCA was chosen to be designed and implemented in FPGA over the other algorithms. Once the segmentation process is completed. It's generating 4 parameters, which they are the center point of the iris and pupil and the radius of the iris and pupil. The result of segmentation will be inputted to the BCA. As stated previously, BCA needs three input which they the x and y point and r that will get these inputted from the segmentation process. The BCA consist of 4 main processes. These processes are the registers which store the parameters value that results from the segmentation process. The second process is the controller which control the address generation of (x p ,y p ) based on three conditions. These three conditions will select the address of the desired pixel in the captured image. The three conditions selected the address of the desired pixel by increasing or decreasing one step in x point or y point or both point. Once the three condition calculated the address of pixel is read from the captured image and copy to iris rectangle template. Once complete calculated the addresses of all pixels in first circle and stored in iris rectangle template, the next circle will generate by increasing the radius by one and same process will applied as the first circle. The radius will keep increasing until it reaches the radius value of iris boundary. the number of selected desired pixel will be different form circle to circle basing on value of the radius, the higher the value of the radius the higher the number of selected pixel in circle and vice versa. Therefore, BCA generate unequal rectangle template as shown in figure 5a . Scale process is use to equal the iris rectangle template that has been generated from BCA. BCA generate known number of pixel for each circle depending on the value of radius. This will help in scaling process since the number of pixel is constant for each radius this can yield constant number to scale for each circle. After the scaling process is completed the rectangle template is generated ( fig.5c and d ).
Feature extraction
The Ridge Energy Direction (RED) algorithm is used to extract features from the rectangle template. Usually, the features extraction is converting rectangle iris template to binary representation [1] . The features extraction of RED is based on the direction of the ridges that appear on rectangle iris template. The RED algorithm applies two directional filters on the rectangle iris template (vertical and horizontal). Applying these two directional filters on rectangle iris template will create two outputs for every pixel in rectangle template. Depending on the output value both filters will tell the appearance of a strong ridge and is encoded with a single bit to indicate the ridge direction in binary template. If the output value of the vertical filters is higher than the output value of horizontal filter then 1 is store in location of center filter else 0 will store in location. A rectangle binary template will generate after complete the RED algorithm contains the value that resulted from comparing of two directional filters of the RED algorithm. This rectangle binary template will be used in the matching process. Also, the rectangle binary template will masked with another template have the same size as rectangle binary template. The mask template contains 1 which indicates the appearance of the ridge and 0 absences. This step has already been built and tested with simulations showing a higher execution time, speedup efficiency achieved by an FPGA compared to sequential process.
Hamming Distance
The template matching is process of comparing the current template with template that has already been store in database until find one that matches in the database. Hamming distance (HD) is used to measure of how close the two template to each other. The more the HD closes to zero the more the close of two templates to each other. Highest closeness between matched templates is 0.32 as indicated by Daugman [8] 
Where templates A is the Iris template captured image and Template B is the iris template from the database and ⨂ symbol indicates the binary exclusive-or operator to detect disagreement between the bits that represent the directions in the two templates, ∩ is the binary AND function, ║•║ is a summation, and mask A is associated binary mask for captured image template and also mask B is associated binary mask for database. The denominator ensures that only required valid bits are included in a calculation.
Results
The proposed algorithm of the iris recognition designed and implemented on FPGA and experimented on various iris database (CASIA V1 & CASIA Interval). The algorithm is experiment on two type of process, central processing unit (CPU) and parallel processing unit (PPU) and comparing the performance of the algorithm between them. The CPU that has been used to test iris algorithm is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5. (6) shows that it generated 8 address location, loads these address ,perform parallel accumulated and finally comparing with registers to get the results only one clock cycle while it needs many clock cycle to perform these sequential processor. The other architecture in fig (7) shows how parallelized normalization can loads the desired pixel form the captured image and stored in rectangle template only in one clock cycle and then perfuming the scaling function to rectangle template to get fix size rectangle template. the parallelized architecture of system in FPGA improved execution of normalization compared in sequential processor as shown in table(1). 
Conclusion
This paper shows parallelized of two part of iris recognition algorithm on FPGA. The parallelized in FPGA for segmentation and normalization help to speed up the execution of iris recognition by approximately 1676 and 1463 faster than executing CPU process for segmentation and normalization respectively. The resized of captured image helps to speed up the execution at least to quarter the time of execution and maintained the same accuracy as well in segmentation process. Quarter of the iris is sufficient to identify between human. FPGA allows making iris recognition system works in real time with low cost and higher speed and performance.
